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ABSTRACT 

Di gi ta l te.r.rain model and I 3GTSRP - p.rog.ramme packages to be 
used in l eve l l i ng computing and plotting , empl oying Romanian 
Felix 256 computer: and ARISTO plotte.r a.re presented in this 
paper. Computat i ons take i nto accoun t two digital t e.r.rain mo
de l types . INTERCUB- 3 programme using bicubic polynomial within 
a square grid. 

Deriva t e formulae as a matrix produc t and the ir: numerical va-
l ues a.re obtained wi thin computation process , using p.rogressi ve, 
.r eg.ressive and medium d i fference operator theory . Collocation 
method engender s a mode l for .random point grids , using INTERCOL 
programme , which selects trend surface and covariance function 
automatically . 

INT~RLIN and GENMATREP programmes compute curve points and 
t est each curve shape matrix. Lo3i ca l point sor t ing is ca.rr i ed 
out by SOL programme , which algorit hm is based on curve digi
tizing in a squa.re dia ·"ram. ROT and PLOT p.rog.rammes b.ring 
forth drawing el ements . Results obtained are presented as 
gr aph , tables and pl an sec tion . 

1 . INTRODUCTION 

Di gita l terrain .representation concept has been establ ished 
during 1955 - 6o at the Massachusetts Institute of Technol ogy 
(USA) by professor Ch . L. Mille.r , aiming a t optimizing and au t o
matizing way commun i ca tion des i gning t echnol ogi es . 

In the course of its twenty f ive year existence and due t o t he 
.rap i d p.r ogress which computation technique has under gone and 
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its impact with the photog~ammetric equipment , digital model 
has been mo~e and mo~e used ; its applications to photog~amme
t~y - remote sensing , topog~aphy and cartog~aphy have become 
main elements of the p~esent-day technologies used in car~ying 
out complex data banks , rectifying ~emote sensing data sto~ed 
on magnetic tapes, automat i c map compilation , thei~ updating, 
o~thophoto devices checking , etc . 

2 . DIGITAL TERRAIN MODEL DEFINITION 

Lar:ge high speed electronic compute~s able to store and p~o
cess la~ge data volume facilitate the object configu~ation and 
phenomenon analyses , using analogical methods and equipment , 
digital object and phenomenon imaee car~ying out into computer 
storage,based on data obtained afte~ measu~ements in discrete 
r-oints . Analytical Ste~eoplotte~ coming into existence and 
minicomputer and automatic data recor:ding system - assisted 
analogical plotters allowed the digital te~~ain ~ep~esentation 
(and other planet representations) photog~ammet~ically . 

Various studies, experiments and applications related to digi
tal model emphasize its present-day evolution , presenting it as 
a complex system able to contain and analyse different ter:res
trial crust featur:es . Forme~ pr:ima~y stage vecto~ , comprising 
X,Y, Z coor:dinates , now , enlar:ges its size containing other data 
types : geology , hydrology , soil science , gr:adients ,terrain va 
lues and uses , etc .; thus, digital te~r:ain model can be used 
to show a general system , containing digital relief model , 
as well . 

So ,digital ter~ain model can be defined as a system composed 
of a ordered set of vectors , which elements stored in computer 
memo~y a~e the space comp~ehensive dist~ibution of terrain 
features and computing programmes based on mathematical model& 
able to establish va~ ious te~rain features precisely in points 
which planimetr i c posit i on is known . 

Technologica l structu~e of the digital model is made up of the 
following basic elements : info~mation collect ion (sampling), 
equipment , information processing , their sto~age , st~ucture and 
applications . 
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3· I 3GTSRP PROGRAMMES USED IN AUTOMATIC LEVELLING COMPUTATION 
.Al"'D LOCATION 

Considering advantages devided from digital model technologies 
and computing technique, programmes to compute and locate le
velling on large scale topographic maps automatical l y , in re
lative flat surface zones have been achieved . Romanian C - 256 
Felix computer is used to process photogrammetric information 
and ARISTO plotter is used to compile maps automatical l y . 

Programmes are derived as against the following l ogical dia 
gram : 

INTERLIN 

SALT 

Figur e 1. I 3GTSRP programme logical diagram 
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Input data measurements are carried out partial aut omatical l y , 
using AS Wild Autograph assisted by EK- 5 automat i c recording 
device . Sampling i s made using a squar e network , which step 
(h) i s established empl oying transfer function or measuring 
points , which the operator has selected after terrain photo
i nterpretation on a stereomod el. 

Data processing (previously tested and partitioned in computa
tion units) begins with carrying out digita l height terrain 
model , using INTERCUB - 3 programme , if reference point net
work is uniform and i ts algorithm is deter mined using polino
mia l interpolation method , element - by- element , employing a 
complete bicubic polynom : 

Z = f(x ,y) = X A yT ( 1 ) 

The sixteen parameters of t he polynom are established giving 
four conditions in corner points of each network element (Fi
gure 2) . 

j+2 (n-1) (n) (n+1) 1. [zm,n]ij = [ 2m,n-1 J ij 
(m+l) 

j+1 2. [ 2m,n] [ 2m,n-1 J = 
(m) 

X ij X ij 
(2) 

j [ 2m,n] [ 2m,n-l] 3. = 
(m-1) y ij y ij 

j -1 [ 2m,n-1 J X 4. [zm,n] = i-1 i i+1 1+2 xy ij xy ij 

Figure 2 . 

Numerica l value of three derivates , using (Z) measured heigts 
are computed in all network points . First- order derivates 
(Zx: and Zy) in x and y di.rections ,r espectively,ensure mcxielli.n g 
surfa ce continuity and mixed der i vate (Z xy)ensures 3mootbness. 
Polynom derivate expressions are 
a computer as matrix product : 

Z' = X'A yT ; Z' = X A Y'T ; 
X y 

obtained automatica lly , using 

Z" = X 'A Y'T xy (3) 
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Then, thei~ nume~ical values a.re established, using subrou -
tires employing computa tion formula of the difference oper a tor 
theory. 

.... 
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Figure 3.a) Computation d i agr am fo~ diffe~ences and b) compu-
t a tion unit partition:ing to establish de~ivate nume
rical values 

Sub~outines a~e built for progressive,~egressive and ave~age 
difference ope~ators, according to formula (4) and Figure 3· 
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Diffe~ence operator uses ensu~e prog~amme flexibility and high 
height accu~acy fo~ new interpolated points ,owing to ~igorous 
nume~ical values of de~ivates and complete plotting of mea -
SUtBd point netwo~k ,having the possibility to interpolate points 
in squares in the computation unit limits, as well. 

Equation system for polynom coefficient establishmentshas the 
following shape: 

I I 

z A lO I 0 1 0 Y 
----~----1----~----

z' 
--i~- == [X 

I 

X' l X 
I 
I 

x•J. o'A 1 o:o Y I I 
----1----1----1----. ---

0 : 0 I A I 0 Y' 

(5) 

y -z••
xy 

---1---1---~---
0 I 0 I 0 I A Y' 

I I I 

Having a squa~e ~eference point netwo~k, coordinate system 
o~igin is l ocated into the inte~polated point , thus reducing 
the computation tim3 to a large extent . So , coe~ient matrix 
of K equations is computed and inversed once, considering p~o
g~amme sta~ting; succesive system ~esolutions by free te~m 

changes co~responding to each square in the netwo~k is, then, 
ca~~ ied out: 

-1 A. . = K Li . (6) 
l' J 'J 

Z height of the inte~polated point being equivalent to A
00 

te~m. Processed computation units can range f~om 25 to 1000 

points. 

If refe~ence poin t network is sampl ed by selecting points , 
when the operator makes the ~elief photointe~pretation , digital 

model formation i s p~ ovided by INTERCOL p~og~amme , which is 
based on inte~polation p~inciple using colocation method. 

z = T (x,y) + cTc-1L (7) 

Tendency su~face se l ect ion is made automatically ,depending on 
the ~ eference points to be found within the establ i shed field 
fo~ each new computed point inte~polation,thus, surface being 
defined by an incomplete two-or thr ee - degree polynom. 

Gauss curve equation sel ected as agains t the ground type(rela
tive flat presenting moderate undulating shapes) is used as 
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covariance function du~ing the interpolation p~ocess. In the 
first stage, interpolation is carried out without filtering , 
considering C(o) ~V (C(o) is established depending on d min) 
and the obtained evaluation precision is tested, using the 
following expression: 

T -1 m = C ( o) - c C c ~ mad m. ( 8) 

If assumed error value is exceeded, computation is repeated 
using filtering, considering:C(o) = (1 - 10-4) v. 
Computation units for INTERCOL programme contain from 100 to 
1000 points and the processing result is a model having a 
square network shape . 

After digital height model i s obtained using one of the two 
above mentioned programmes,points are sto.I!ed in files on magne
tic tapes,containing (Zi,j) coordinates,(h) step value,(X

0
,Y

0
) 

origin and (i,j) network dimensions only;Xi,j' Yi,j coordina
tes being inferred during subsequent processings, using compu
tation formula: X = X

0 
+ ih and Y = Y

0 
+ jh. 

File information are input data for INTERLIN linear interpola
tion programme used to compute maximum height,minimum height, 
contour lines, their values and points located on contour 

lines on each side of the squares making network, co.I!responding 
to contour interval introduced as initial parameter. 

New points computed, using linea~ interpolation,are sorted as 
vectors considering contour line values and , then, they are 
introduced into files on magnetic tapes. 

INTERLIN programme results are further processed by GENMATREP 
programme, which establish matrix to represent each contour 
line. Matrix elements are contou~ line intersections with each 
square side of the network, their value ranging from 0 to 4. 
After the matrix has been established, contour· line configura
tion is tested (Figure 1, Tl, T2, T3 tests) comparing all ma
trix lines, columns and diagonals to detect zones with very 
winding contour lines (T2, T3 testa), as for exemple : 

3 3 2 0 2 2 2 0 2 

2 3 2 • 
' 2 4 2 . 

' 3 2 3 etc. 
2 2 0 2 2 0 2 2 2 
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as well as cu~ve points i dentical with netwo~k points(Tl t est). 
Cases when contou~ line inte~sects all squa~e sides o~ has ma
ny windings in the othe~ squa~es a~e eliminated by digital mo
del netwo~k b~idging, using INTERCUB - 3 p~og~amme . Cases when 
model netwo~k points a~e identical with contou~ line points 
are eliminated, using SALT subroutine, which translates refe
rence plane vertically with 5 per cent of the contour intervaL 
INTERLIN and GENMATREP programme computation sequences are 
fu~ther repeated, corresponding to diagram in Figure 1, consi
de~ing both cases. 

After all contour lines fulfill conditions imposed by Tl, T2, 
T3 tests, vectors containing sorted points, taking into account 
each cu~ve value, are introduced into file on tapes and they 
are further processed, using SOL logical sorting prog~amme , 

~ on digitizing curves in a square net. Programme has a mo
dular structure consisting of subroutines to analyse the most 
probable curve shapes, co~sidering 36 cases used to solve all 
possibilities existing on the ground . Curves existings into a 
computational unit were divided into two categories: closed 
curves and open curves considering this classification, the 
cor~ect shape of each curve is established by logical point 
sortings after each square of the network containing t~e curve 
has been investigated,without generalizing curve shape.In case 
of open curves,the work starts from the beginning points 
~t& being continuous in the adjacent unit);in case of closed 
curves, the work starts from the first point identified on the 
respective curve. 

Points which SOL programme has sorted represent contour line 
as a polygon. Polygonal shape i s rounded,thus,curve acquires 
its usual shape after ROT programme processing;in this way,lO 
or 20 points a~e de~ived on each side as against side lenght, 
using sliding interpolation method and polynoms having the 
following form: 

P(x) = 

P(y) = 
(9) 

First - and second order derivate continuities a~e ~equired, 
in orde~ to obtain a smooth and continuous connection of va-
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.rious curve parts . So-obtained points .represent the usual con
tour line shape and they are processed as input data in PLOT 
automatic drawing programme in ARISTO plotter, which provides 
the final contour line plottings, drawing it on various paper 
holders or engraving it on plastic foils covered by engraving 
layer. Two plane sections obtained, using r 3GTSRP programme in 

data processing, are presented in Figure 4. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Tests and experiments provided by r 3GTSRP programme have shown 
that contour lines can be obtained digitally,p.resenting p.rope.r 
precision and ca~tographic quality .regui.red by levelling .repre
sentation on large scale topographic maps.As compared to usual 
analogic plotting, using computation and automatic levelling 
plotting is more precise, especially on flat surfaces . As it 
is well-known, stereoplotting operator cannot plot contou.rline 
precisely on flat surface, because its small gradient. 

) 
I 

Figure 4. 1:5,000 scale topographic map sections obtained by 
digital plotting, using r 3GTSBP programme 
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Data sampling is a basic parameter in analitical levelling 
plotting. Results established by quality and precision stan -
dards can be obtained only by overlaping surface to be plotted 
with a measured point network, which number and density should 
represent terrain variations and morphological features rigo
rously and properly . So , we must say that information lost du
ring sampling process could not be refind by a high complex 
degree interpolation method . As regards information collectioo, 
progressive sampling is a proper method , but it requires an 
assisted computer-equipment; thus, off-line processing variant 
is too expensive. 

Transfer function, considering the smallest detail to be plot
ted in order to establish point network step , ensures an over
lapping sampling; in this way, not only a high plotting accu
racy is obtained but also data redundancy, which entails a 
cost increase as a result of a larger sampling time. 

Automatic levelling plotting increases work proficiency,ensu
ring high quality and low cost products . 
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